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As the oil and gas fraternity
slowly adjusts to the possibility of
a return to economic stability as
global oil prices trends upwards
towards US$70 per barrel there
are encouraging signs that
Western Europe’s offshore oil
and gas sector is heading for an
upturn in production activity.

Gas Processing Division
• Gas Fractionation Tower Troubleshooting Course
• Gas Dewpointing Troubleshooting Course

There is also an encouraging
upward trend in US drilling activity in certain sectors that
suggests some companies are managing to operate new
wells profitably with the current oil prices.

Process Facilities Division
• Gas Dehydration and TEG Regeneration
Troubleshooting Course

However, uncertainty sometimes linger in many sectors
where known and unknown parameters vie for prominence,
waiting to influence an upturn or a decline in production
bringing about the need for costly interventions as when
well stimulation techniques fail to conjure up the required
productivity. That’s when ‘best practice’ design features are
sadly missed, features that should have been sorted at the
design stage when engineers wrestled with the fundamentals
for designing the installation.

Mechanical Division
• Centrifugal Compressor Troubleshooting Course
• Corrosion Under Insulation Troubleshooting
Course

But it’s never too late to conjure up an effective solution!
At a time when everyone seems to be paying close attention
to productivity, technology-driven efficiencies, cutting edge
analytics to ensure high-intensity completions and the
underlying cost of drilling and design teams, the preservation
and operating integrity of existing brownfield assets is all the
more paramount. And so is training.

Gas Production Division

Interestingly - design features aside - the common denominator
in helping to preserve the integrity of an installation once
production commences is the level of training required for
every day maintenance and troubleshooting when the chips
are down and catastrophe threatens to shut down a very
profitable operation.

• Wax Deposition Troubleshooting Course

Subsea Pipeline Division

Simply put, this is precisely why SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd
has adopted a logistical approach to the development of
specialist system troubleshooting training to help streamline
the focus of design, management and operating personnel
around the world to meet the demands of a dynamic industry.

• Subsea Hydrate Remediation Troubleshooting
Course
• Subsea Pipeline Pigging Troubleshooting Course

From our perspective, the bottom line appears to be this:

• Subsea Pipeline Direct Electrical Heating
Troubleshooting Course

When catastrophe occurs – compressors hit surge, gas
dewpoint spec goes awry and flowlines and pipelines are
busted by hydrate or wax blockages - urgent remediation
is required by trained individuals whose skills help to
avert extremely costly intervention. But as all oil and gas
installation operators know, when a ‘blowout’ occurs not
everyone who wears an overall and a hard hat can deliver a
Red Adair solution!

Health, Safety & Environmental
Division
• Loss Prevention and Process Control

Consequently, the management at SPECTA Oil and Gas
Ltd will strive to develop more interesting professional
development tuition for the foreseeable future to help
augment the need for continued expert training of Process
and SHE engineers. This is our defining mantra and it will be
our primary focus until there is a welcome return to profitable
Greenfield activity and a time when the oil and gas industry
returns to stability.

• Understanding Risk
• Practical Risk Assessment
• Assessing Environmental Risk
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Course Lecture Presentation Schedule
Course

Duration

IOD Pall Mall

Regus - London

Cost of Course

Gas Fractionation Tower Troubleshooting

3 Days

DATE - TBC

£2,500 + VAT

Gas Dewpointing Troubleshooting

3 Days

DATE - TBC

£2,500 + VAT

5 Days

05-09.02.18

05-09.02.18

			

12-16.02.18

12-16.02.18

			

19-23.02.18

19-23.02.18

Gas Processing Division

Process Facilities Division
Gas Dehydration/TEG Regeneration

£2,500 + VAT

Mechanical Division
Centrifugal Compressor Troubleshooting

3 Days

02-04.04.18

09-11.04.18

£2,000 + VAT

Corrosion Under Insulation Troubleshooting

3 Days

16-18.04.18

23-25.04.18

£2,000 + VAT

Wax Deposition Troubleshooting

5 Days

05-09.03.18

12-16.03.18

£2,500 + VAT

		

5 Days

19-23.03.18

19-23.03.18

£2,500 + VAT

		

5 Days

26-30.03.18

26-30.03.18

£2,500 + VAT

Subsea Hydrate Remediation

5 Days

22-26.01.18

22-26.01.18

£2,500 +VAT

Subsea Pipeline Pigging

3 Days

07-11.05.18

07-11.05.18

£2,500 + VAT

Subsea Pipeline Direct Electrical Heating

3 Days

14-18.05.18

14-18.05.18

£2,500 + VAT

Gas Production Division

Subsea Pipeline Division

Health, Safety & Environmental Division
Loss Prevention and Process Control

3 Days

Date - TBC

Date - TBC

£1,750 + VAT

Understanding Risk

3 Days

Date - TBC

Date - TBC

£1,750 + VAT

Practical Risk Assessment

3 Days

Date - TBC

Date - TBC

£1,750 + VAT

Assessing Environmental Risk

3 Days

Date - TBC

Date - TBC

£1,750 + VAT

NB. (i) All scheduled course dates and presentation venues shown above are tentative only and shall be confirmed
on visit to the SPECTA website. (ii) TBC (to be confirmed).
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Course Descriptions
GAS PROCESSING DIVISION

PROCESS FACILITIES DIVISION

MECHANICAL DIVISION

Gas Dewpointing /
Gas Fractionation Tower
Troubleshooting

Gas Dehydration / TEG
Regeneration Systems
Troubleshooting

Centrifugal Compressor /
Corrosion Under Insulation
Troubleshooting

TYPE OF COURSE

TYPE OF COURSE

TYPE OF COURSE

These are troubleshooting courses that are
specifically formulated by Process engineers to
provide a ‘forensic’ approach to help achieve the
rapid resolution of a gas export shutdown event
that is precipitated by gas dewpointing / gas
fractionation tower issues that are historically
be very costly for the operators of offshore
installations.

This is a troubleshooting course that is specifically
formulated by Process engineers to provide a
‘forensic’ approach to help achieve the rapid
resolution of a gas export shutdown event that is
precipitated by gas dehydration / TEG Regeneration
problems that are historically very costly for the
operators of offshore installations to resolve.

These are troubleshooting courses that are
specifically formulated by Process engineers to
provide a ‘forensic’ approach to help achieve
the rapid resolution of a gas export shutdown
event that is precipitated by gas compressor /
corrosion under insulation (CUI) issues.

It is assumed that the course attendees will
have, at least, a basic understanding of gas
dewpointing and also gas fractionation tower
design.

It is assumed that course attendees will have, at
least, a basic understanding of the generic topic
of gas dehydration and are familiar with the
importance of transporting dry gas rather than
the wet gas into a network of subsea pipelines.

COURSE DEVISED FOR

COURSE DEVISED FOR

Process / Facilities Engineers from Senior up to
Lead level of experience / Process managers
/ Operations team lead and other operational
technicians.

Process / Facilities Engineers from Senior up to
Lead level of experience / Process managers
/ Operations team lead and other operational
technicians.

EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT

EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT

The course attendees will learn about the
following system troubleshooting topics:
- The ‘forensic’ approach to performing an effective
troubleshoot for these two systems.
- How to conduct a rapid resolution troubleshoot
for these two categories of shutdown events.
- The documents that will help the investigators
identify where the system weaknesses are.
- The ‘best practice’ system design features that
will reveal areas of concern quickly.
- The historical causes of systemic problems
and how the ‘forensic’ approach helps to
focus the troubleshooters attention on quick
fire solutions

The course attendees will learn about the
following system troubleshooting topics:
- The ‘forensic’ approach to performing an
effective troubleshoot for this system
- How to conduct a rapid resolution troubleshoot
for these two categories of shutdown events.
- The documents that will help the investigators
identify where the system weaknesses are.
- The ‘best practice’ system design features
that will reveal areas of concern quickly.
The historical causes of systemic problems and
how the ‘forensic’ approach helps to focus the
troubleshooters attention on quick fire solutions

COURSE CONTENT

COURSE CONTENT

The course attendees will receive detailed
instructions on the following related topics:

The course attendees will receive detailed
instructions on the following related topics:

- Resolving a hydrocarbon
shutdown event.

dewpointing

- Resolving a high glycol loss event and a poor
glycol reconcentration event

- Starting up a hydrocarbon dewpointing
system following a shutdown event.

- Resolving a glycol circulation event and a
glycol contamination event

- Best practice design elements to utilise
whilst interrogating the gas dewpointing
system.

- Best practice glycol contactor and TEG
Regeneration Unit performance considerations

- Resolving flooding / foaming / water
entrainment / condenser fogging issues.
- Best practice method of calculating jet flood in
gas fractionation towers.

- Developing effective troubleshooting test
procedures to test system integrity for start-up.
- Utilising essential troubleshooting test
procedures and preparing good troubleshoot
reports.
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It is assumed that course attendees will have, at
least, a basic understanding of gas compressor
design and the phenomenon of CUI and the
associated problems this can cause to all the
system components exposed to its corrosive
effects.
COURSE DEVISED FOR
Process / Facilities Engineers from Senior up to
Lead level of experience / Process managers
/ Operations team lead and other operational
technicians.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT
The course attendees will learn about the
following troubleshooting topics:
- The ‘forensic’ approach to performing an
effective troubleshoot
- How to conduct a rapid resolution troubleshoot
for these two categories of shutdown events.
- The documents that will help the investigators
identify where the system weaknesses are.
- The ‘best practice’ system design features
that will reveal areas of concern quickly.
- The historical causes of systemic problems
and how the ‘forensic’ approach helps to
focus the troubleshooters attention on quick
fire solutions
COURSE CONTENT
The course attendees will receive detailed
instructions on the following related topics:
- Resolving compressor surge issues.
- Resolving compressor low discharge pressure
issues.
- Resolving compressor low lube oil pressure
issues.
- Resolving compressor
temperature issues.

high

lube

- Resolving process plant piping CUI events.

oil

Course Descriptions
GAS PRODUCTION DIVISION

SUBSEA PIPELINE DIVISION

Wax Deposition
Troubleshooting

Subsea Hydrate Remediation
/ Pigging / Direct Electrical
Heating (DEH) Troubleshooting

TYPE OF COURSE

TYPE OF COURSE

TYPE OF COURSE

This is a troubleshooting course that is
specifically formulated by Process engineers to
provide a ‘forensic’ approach to help achieve the
rapid resolution of a gas export shutdown event
that is precipitated by wax formation problems.

These are troubleshooting courses that are
specifically formulated by Process engineers to
provide a ‘forensic’ approach to help achieve
the rapid resolution of a gas export shutdown
event that is precipitated by subsea hydrate
formation / subsea pigging / subsea DEH issues
that is potentially very costly for the operators of
offshore installations.

These are HSE courses that are specifically
formulated by Safety and Environmental
engineers to provide a good grounding in all
aspects of loss prevention and process control,
basic risk assessment, risk analysis and
assessment of environmental risk.

It is assumed that course attendees will have,
at least, a basic understanding of the generic
topic of wax deposition and are familiar with
the importance of the need to eliminate the
formation of wax crystals within the network of
subsea pipelines.
COURSE DEVISED FOR
Process / Facilities Engineers from Senior up to
Lead level of experience / Process managers
/ Operations team lead and other operational
technicians.
EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT
The course attendees will learn about the
following system troubleshooting topics:
- The ‘forensic’ approach to performing an
effective troubleshoot for these two systems.
- How to conduct a rapid resolution troubleshoot
for these two categories of shutdown events.
- The documents that will help the investigators
identify where the system weaknesses are.
- The ‘best practice’ system design features
that will reveal areas of concern quickly.
- The historical causes of systemic problems
and how the ‘forensic’ approach helps to
focus the troubleshooters attention on quick
fire solutions.

It is assumed that course attendees will have,
at least, a basic understanding of the generic
topic of hydrate formation, the need for pipeline
pigging and the importance of direct electrical
heating (DEH) on subsea pipelines.

HEALTH, SAFETY &
ENVIRONMENTAL DIVISION
Loss Prevention and Process
Control / Understanding Risk
/ Practical Risk Assessment /
Assessing Environmental Risk

It is assumed that course attendees will have,
at least, a basic understanding of the generic
topic of loss prevention and process control,
safety audits, consequence analysis and the
phenomenon of environmental risk.
COURSE DEVISED FOR

Process / Facilities Engineers from Senior up to Lead
level of experience / Process managers / Operations
team lead and other operational technicians.

Process / Safety / Facilities Engineers from
Senior up to Lead level of experience / Process
safety managers / Operations team lead and
other operational technicians.

EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT

EDUCATIONAL BENEFIT

The course attendees will learn about the
following system troubleshooting topics:

All these HSE courses will provide expert tuition
on a wealth of health, safety and environmental
topics including the following:

COURSE DEVISED FOR

- The ‘forensic’ approach to performing an
effective troubleshoot for these two systems.

- Comparative hazard assessment.

- How to conduct a rapid resolution troubleshoot
for these two categories of shutdown events.

- Quantified risk assessment.

- The documents that will help the investigators
identify where the system weaknesses are.

- Loss prevention and process control.

- The ‘best practice’ system design features
that will reveal areas of concern quickly.
The historical causes of systemic problems and
how the ‘forensic’ approach helps to focus the
troubleshooters attention on quick fire solutions

- Fault tree and consequence analysis.
- Incident investigation and advice on mitigation
of risk.
- Handling safety reviews.
- Uncertainty modelling.
- Risk Assessment modelling.
- Uncertainty modelling and Risk Assessment
modelling.

COURSE CONTENT

COURSE CONTENT

The course attendees will receive detailed
instructions on the following related topics:

The course attendees will receive detailed
instructions on the following related topics:

- The transport mechanisms that influence wax
deposition.

- Subsea hydrate formation scenarios.

- The chemical signature of paraffins and
asphaltene that precipitate wax formation.

- Isolation provisions for infield flowlines and
gas / condensate export pipelines.

- The chemical treatments for paraffin control;
asphaltene flocculation and wax crystallization.

- Infield system and gas / condensate export
systems hydrate management.

- Wax precipitation curves and wax management
strategies.

- Flowline restart after short / long term
shutdown events.

- Uncertainty modelling, fault tree and
consequence
analysis
and
incident
investigation.

- Steady state and dynamic modelling of wax
deposition; Modelling wax deposition in HYSYS.

- Operational / pre-commissioning / subsea
infield & export system pigging.

- Conducting safety reviews and environmental
risk assessments.

- Primary, secondary and tertiary remediation methods.
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COURSE CONTENT
The course attendees will receive detailed
instructions on the following related topics:
- Process safety and loss control.
- Quantified risk assessment, risk analysis,
managing safety and risk.

SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd Instructors
Mr Andy Holman
BSc CEng FIChemE Eur. Ing
Process Lecturer

PhD (Mech. Eng) BSc (Physics) 1st Class Honours
SHE Lecturer

Dr Niall Ramsden

Mr Alan Borrowman

Andrew is a chemical engineering graduate from
the university of Exeter, UK. He is a Fellow of
the Institution of Chemical Engineers (FIChemE),
a UK Chartered Engineer (CEng) and a European
Engineer (Eur.Ing).He has over 40 years of
experience in all aspects of Process Engineering
for offshore and onshore oil and gas production,
and processing facilities for both Greenfield
and Brownfield projects. He has also performed
several Conceptual Process studies and Front End
Engineering Design (FEED) projects.

Niall is a chartered engineer and a chartered
physicist as well as an Independent Consultant who
is an oil industry Fire Hazard Management specialist
with over ten years’ experience as Fire Chief at oil
production / storage facilities for both BP and Shell.

Alan’s career has included 20 years in chemical
process design and project engineering, followed
by 10 years in offshore safety design management
and 15 years running safety engineering
consultancies in the oil and gas industry. He
has also served as an elected chairman of the
IChemE Scottish Branch committee for a twoyear term in 1991. His key strengths are as
Independent facilitator of technical safety and
Risk Management techniques (HAZOP, HAZID,
SIL, LOPA) ;Trainer for HAZOP Team leader, risk
assessment and hazard awareness courses.

He has experience in the preparation and
presentation of courses on Chemical Engineering
topics, particularly in the preparation of Piping and
Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs), in Safety Reviews
and Enhanced Oil Recovery techniques.
Additionally, Andrew has particular expertise in the
design of Floating Production Facilities (FPSOs,
FSUs and Semi-submersibles) and in the design
of “Not Normally Manned” facilities, including
retrofitting of equipment onto existing facilities.
His particular strengths concern HAZOP and
HAZID Safety Studies and Emergency Shutdown
(ESD) Logic systems. He has attended numerous
HAZOPs over the years and managed a multitude
of resultant responses, and has held the post of
HAZOP Chairman on 2 occasions.

Dr Ivan Vince

PhD CSci CChem MRSC CEng FIChemE FEI
SHE Lecturer

Dr Vince have over 30 years of experience that
encompasses research, consultancy and teaching
in risk assessment related to major industrial
hazards. Incidents he has investigated include
Buncefield and his clients include oil and gas /
chemical majors such as BP, ChevronTexaco, Total
Elf, MOL, UK and foreign governments such as
the Ministry of Defence, Environmental Agency,
Mauritius Marine Authority, Ukraine Ministry of
Environment and international institutions (such
as EU, UNIDO, EBRD, and the World Bank).
He has given expert evidence on related matters
in 9 public enquiries in both High Court and Crown
Court actions and in arbitrations in the UK, US and
Australia. He is also a member of the UK IChemE
Loss Prevention Panel and of 2 working groups
(BS and IEC) charged with developing international
safety standards for flammable refrigerants.

He is also a full voting member of NFPA 11, NFPA
30 and the European EN 13565-2 Standards
Committees for the design of firefighting foam
systems and Project Coordinator of LASTFIRE
(Large Atmospheric Storage Tank Fires), which
is commissioned by an international forum of oil
companies to develop guidance on best practices for
storage tank fire risk reduction.
Niall also has vast experience in the development and
implementation of specialist training programmes
including both hands-on and classroom subjects
such as LNG Hazard Awareness, LNG Fire Response,
Storage Tank Fire Hazard Management and Fire
Systems Integrity Assurance.

Stephen Allum

MScTech BSc (Hons) Physics CEnv CEng MEI MIRM
SHE Lecturer

Stephen is a highly experienced safety and risk
professional with a background and expertise in
Process safety and loss control. He also has diverse
experience in fields such as Aviation, Thermal
Power, Nuclear Power, Oil and Gas, Shipping, BioChemical, Brewing and Rail. His course lecture
presentation experience includes such topics
as Loss Control and Insurance, Practical Risk
Assessment, Understanding Risk, and Assessing
Environmental Risk. He is currently the Course
Director, Process Safety & Loss Prevention at the
University of Sheffield.

Dr Eleanor Lister

PhD (Chem. Eng) MSc (Eng) MPhys (1st Class Honours)
SHE Lecturer

Eleanor is an Energy and Environmental
engineering consultant, with good experience
in Risk Management techniques (HAZOP, HAZID,
FMEA, COSHH and PSA) analyses. She is also
very experienced in Fault Tree and Event Tree
modelling and is an experienced user of the Risk
Spectrum PSA Software and R-DAT Software. She
assists with the coordination of the LASTFIRE
Project, an industry project by 16 international oil
companies to review all aspects of Storage Tank
Fire Hazard Management. She is now focused on
risk assessment across the whole energy sector
incorporating her knowledge of energy generation
with environment management.
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MSc BSc CEng FIChemE
SHE Lecturer

Mr William Lawson

MSc (Process) BSc (Electrical) CEng MIET
SHE Lecturer

Bill has spent over 35 years in the oil and gas industry
where he started out in electrical design that led to
a career where significant time was spent as a Lead
Electrical Engineer and, eventually, both as a Senior
and a Lead Technical Safety Engineer before gaining
vast experience as Chairman for Risk Management
(HAZOP, HAZID and SIL) projects. Since 2007, Bill
has served solely as an Independent facilitator for a
myriad of Risk Management (HAZOP, HAZID, SIL, and
SIMOPS) studies that has been performed for many
high profile operators.

SPECTA TERMS AND CONDITIONS

SPECTA OIL AND GAS LTD
CONTACT & REGISTRATION

SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd would prefer UK or foreign attendees
to send in their registrations for our courses at least 2 weeks
before the schedule presentation date of the course. However, we
will accept notification for all pre-paid registrations up to three
days before the commencement of the course. To make on-line
registrations, kindly visit www.spectaoilandgas.com 24/7.

To register your interest to attend a course,
or to request a copy of our course booklet,
visit our website in the first instance or call
the following number(s) for assistance with
any questions you may have.

WEBSITE

All registrations will be confirmed on receipt of course
payment and a receipt acknowledgement will be sent via e-mail.
SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd prefer course payments to be made
direct to SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd PayPal account via our
registration confirmation invoice.

UNITED KINGDOM

Kindly note that if there is any unexpected change to a course
venue all registered attendees and /or their representatives will be
advised by an e-mail from SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd.

www.spectaoilandgas.com

London: +44 (0) 78410 997080

All SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd course presentation materials are
copyrighted and, so, there will be no unauthorised digital
recording devices allowed with anyone going into any course.

SPECTA CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS
Specta Oil and Gas Ltd will refund fully paid up course fees,
minus a registration fee of £100 per 3-5-day course should it
be necessary for a registered attendee to cancel a confirmed
booking, provided we are advised 14 days before the course
start date. Also, SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd reserves the right to
cancel a course at any time, or substituting course lecturers as
necessary.

COURSE PRESENTATION FEES
Course tuition fees will be payable in £Sterling after the receipt
of a SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd ‘registration’ receipt. These fees
will include Value Added Tax (VAT), which is an HMRC tax that is
required by the UK government on all goods and services by all
UK companies.
SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd course tuition fees must be paid
before the course start date and will include the cost of daily
refreshments only. These fees will NOT include any hotel costs,
course material costs or hotel living costs.
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For Inquiries consult:

www.spectaoilandgas.com

S.P.E.C.T.A. © RAPID PROCESS TROUBLESHOOTING
SPECTA rapid process troubleshooting courses are written by industry professionals
who have decades of ‘hands on’ process design, commissioning, start-up and
troubleshooting experience. All courses are devised to give attendees the following
educational benefits:
Guidance on the ‘forensic’ approach to effective troubleshooting
Guidance on best practice props to adopt whilst investigating system
problems
Guidance on testing the integrity of a faulty system based on ‘best
practice’ design
Guidance on the most effective investigative approach
Consult SPECTA Oil and Gas Ltd for more information on these and other Process,
Safety and Environmental courses that subscribe to the new form of learning via the
S.P.E.C.T.A. © Rapid Process Troubleshooting way!

